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 Atlantic Leaf (“ALP”) has signed an agreement to acquire 45,02% of a portfolio of 11 retail &
industrial properties (approximate portfolio value of £104.5 million) by way of a JV with
LondonMetric (“the DFS transaction”). Atlantic Leaf will retain 50% of the voting rights of the JV

 ALP is looking to raise approximately £30 million of additional equity capital to partially deploy into
the DFS transaction which is both yield accretive and earnings enhancing to the company

 Revised distribution guidance up from 9 pence to 9.1 pence for the year to 28 February 2018 post
the DFS transaction

 Forward yield of 9.62% at the minimum issue price

 Anchor shareholder Vukile Property Fund Limited has pre-committed up to £25 million worth of
ALP shares at a price not lower than £1.015 calculated on the prevailing GBP/ZAR exchange on
the day of the book build (assuming an exchange rate of 16.95 R/£, the ZAR price equivalent on
the day would be R17.20 per ALP share). Atlantic Leaf has agreed that Vukile will be allocated no
less than £23 million worth of new shares

 When ALP opens the book build, all invited investors will be able to apply for shares



Acquisition portfolio
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Yield accretive opportunity to acquire a strategic stake in a retail warehouse and industrial portfolio

Salient details

Total portfolio value (£’m) 104.5

Atlantic Leaf holding 45%

Net rental income (£’m) 8.4

Tenant covenant DFS Trading Limited

No. of assets 11

Area (sq ft) 436,615

Location United Kingdom

WAULT (years) 12.6

Cash on cash return (50% gearing) ¹ 9.35%

 Strategic JV partnership with LondonMetric, a leading 
UK REIT

 Yield accretive acquisition
 Investment vehicle to grow JV partnership with 

LondonMetric
 Pipeline of opportunities to acquire further assets/grow 

the income stream
 DFS has a 5A1 Dun & Bradstreet credit rating (the 

most secure rating on the risk scale)
 Net ALP investment after gearing of £24 million

Investment highlights

JV structure

Shareholders LondonMetric controlled entity
(55%) Atlantic Leaf (45%)

LTV 50%

Debt outstanding (£’m) 51

Debt maturity July 2019

Interest rate 3 month Libor + 275 bps

Hedging Interest rate cap at 3.5%

DFS Head Office, Doncaster United Kingdom

¹ Cash on cash return after taking into account transaction costs and UK tax



DFS Covenant
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 DFS Trading Limited (“DFS”), which represents
over 90% of total group revenue, is the retail
arm of DFS Furniture Plc, a leading LSE listed
upholstered furniture manufacturer and retailer
operating in the UK, Spain, the Netherlands
and Ireland

 UK’s largest upholstered furniture designer,
manufacturer and retailer

 Strong trading densities and performance to
industry averages

 DFS have proven resilient to the challenging
retail climate due to their scale and vertical
integration, dominant market share and
superior trading performance to its competitors

Leading upholstery retailer in the UK with dominant market share and trading performance

DFS Trading Limited 2016 Results year-on-year

£’m % change

Revenue 713 + 5.68%

Profit 64 + 11.83%

Net asset value 69 + 140.7%

Group net asset value 251 + 11.92%

 DFS Furniture Plc EBITDA forecast for 2017 to be 
between £82 - £87 million

 148 stores in operation

 30% market share of industry sales in 2015, three 
times its next biggest competitor

 Trading densities 2x competitor averages

 Leaders in online growth and integration in its 
sector





Acquisition JV
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Strong UK partner with sector expertise and entrenched relationships

LondonMetric Snap Shot

Listing LSE/FTSE 250 REIT

Market Cap £1.1 billion

Portfolio Value £1.5 billion

Topped up NIY 5.4%

LTV 30%

WAULT 12.8 years

Occupancy 99.6%







JV partnership with LondonMetric Property Plc (“LMP”)

PIMCO and LMP introduced to Atlantic Leaf through existing Vukile relationship resulting in 
the culmination of the transaction

PIMCO implementing planned exit giving ALP the opportunity to buy in and LMP to increase 
investment alongside ALP

 Original JV established in 2014 between LMP and PIMCO to specifically house the DFS 
portfolio.

 Entrenched relationships with DFS and 
key stakeholders in the business

 LMP entity increasing their stake in the 
JV from 37.25% - 55%

 Equal voting rights and joint control of 
the JV between ALP and LMP

 Original portfolio of 27 assets sold down to the best 11 assets, both fundamentally and by 
trading performance



Financial implications
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Yield accretive acquisition to further enhance earnings and distributions

 Pre the “acquisition portfolio” forecast dividend for the 2018 financial year of 9 pence per share

 Post the “acquisition portfolio” transaction which should generate a cash-on-cash return to Atlantic
Leaf of 9.35%, the current year distribution of 9 pence is forecasted to increase to 9.1 pence per
share (the 2019 distribution will also increase off this base)

 Yield on earnings of 9.6% on the proposed issue price of £1.015

 Management guidance for distribution growth of 5 - 7% in the 2019 financial year

 Dividend forecast (post transaction) as follows:

• FY2019 forecast calculated assuming impacts of “acquisition portfolio” and management growth guidance
• Forecasts not audited
• The growth is based on the assumptions that there is no further deterioration of the macro-economic environments and that no major corporate failures will occur.
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Capital raise
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 Atlantic Leaf is looking to raise approximately £30 million in new capital in order to conclude the DFS 
transaction

 Projected first year annualised yield of 9.28% - 9.62% ³ based on the issue price range

 New shares issued will qualify for the dividend payable in November 2017

 Owing to investor demand, the proposed issue price may be higher than the Vukile pre-commitment
level of £1.015. The indicative book build pricing range £1.015 - £1.05

 The equity capital raise is open to all invited investors. Vukile has pre-committed up to £25 million to
the book build at a price of at least £1.015. ALP has agreed to allocate Vukile a minimum of £23
million

 The book can be increased due to investor demand and management is confident of being able to
deploy additional capital into earnings enhancing assets

 Should Vukile’s shareholding increase to more than 30% of Atlantic Leaf’s issued share capital, this
would trigger a mandatory offer to Atlantic Leaf shareholders under the Mauritian Securities
(Takeover) Rules, 2010 which would be communicated and actioned in terms of the required process

Issue price – range

£ £

Proposed issue price 1.015 1.050

Forecast dividend to Aug 2017 ¹ 0.045 0.045

Clean price 0.970 1.005

Forward yield ² 9.62% 9.28%

Issue price discount

£

Current NAV as at 31 May 2017 1.07

Accrued dividend to 31 Aug 2017 0.023

Adjusted NAV 1.093

Issue price 1.015

Issue price implied discount to NAV (7.09%)

¹ Forecast dividend to be paid in November 2017
² Forward dividend calculated as 6 months to Feb 2018 (4.6 pence) and 6 months to Aug 2018 (4.7 pence) adjusted for “acquisition portfolio” and growth guidance
³ First year annualised return calculated as total forward dividend over the clean issue price post the August 2017 dividend of 4.5 pence



Strategic shareholder to Atlantic Leaf
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 Vukile remains committed to the United Kingdom and believes the UK logistics and retail
warehousing sectors offer attractive returns

 Vukile is supportive of the DFS transaction and Atlantic Leaf growing its exposure to the UK retail
warehouse sector through its strategic relationship with LondonMetric

 To assist in securing the DFS transaction, Vukile has agreed to pre-commit to the proposed capital
raise

 Vukile will continue to foster growth by supporting Atlantic Leaf’s management team, introducing
accretive growth opportunities and participating in further capital raises

 Vukile’s pre-commitment is favourable as it:
 supports ALP’s targeted issue price;
 further demonstrates Vukile commitment to Atlantic Leaf; and
 assists Atlantic Leaf in further diversifying its asset base with quality income producing assets

Vukile remain committed to the UK and the growth of Atlantic Leaf



Conclusion
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 The DFS transaction is both yield accretive and earnings enhancing

 Provides further diversification to the ALP portfolio and complements the existing property
fundamentals

 Partner with a strong UK listed property company in LondonMetric opening dialogue for further
opportunities

 Further demonstration of the support of key anchor shareholders in growing the company and
delivering strong underlying returns to investors

 Forward yield we believe is highly attractive in a pound based share

 The Company reserves the right to increase the book build in the event of shareholder demand. Our
view is that there is a strong pipeline of opportunities to deploy additional capital which would also be
earnings enhancing



Annexures



Atlantic Leaf at a glance
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Growth in property assets under management Portfolio composition

Key property portfolio statistics

AUM

£304m

Equity

£155m

£ 27m
£ 50m

£ 68m

£ 131m
£ 143m

£ 158m

£ 195m

£ 264m

£304m

Apr-14 Mar-15 Jun-15 Jul-15 Oct-15 Nov-15 Feb-16 Oct-16 Feb-17

LTV

51.7%

Average cost of debt

3.2%

Assets

48 properties
14 tenants

WAULT

11.3 years

Listed on SEM & JSE AltX

March 2014

Move to JSE Main board

November 2016

Weighted average
asset yield

7.3%

Vacancy

0%

Office 
26%

Industrial 
warehouse/  

logistics
72%

Retail 
Warehouse 

2%

Revenue is underpinned by long leases with upwards only reversions



70.0%

28.2%

1.8%

Tightly held Free float (not traded) Free float (traded)
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20172015

Ave. shares 
traded per day

Total 
number of 
shareholders
(as at)

Top 7 shareholders by shares in issue ¹Shares in issue / New shares added / Market cap

Liquidity & free float

Move to the Main Board of the JSE has seen an increase in trade

Shares, Price & Liquidity

28 
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51 

63 
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114

359

Dec 15 May 17

53,466 

21,598 

30,600 

17,134 

69,089 

May 16 Aug 16 Nov 16 Feb 17 May 17

66.4%

30.7%

3.0%

Shareholders % holding

Vukile Property Fund Limited 29.59%

Sentinel International Trust Co Pty Ltd 28.25% 

Visio Capital Management 9.09%

Absa Asset Management 5.12%

Mazi Capital 3.20%

Coronation Fund Managers 3.11%

Sanlam Investment Management 2.96%

Shareholding as at 22th August 2017

¹ Excluding management positions of 8.55%



Property portfolio
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Salient details Sector spread

Existing Post transaction

AUM (£’m) 304 351

No. of properties 48 59

No. of tenants 14 15

Property forward yield 7.3% 7.4%

WAULT (Years) 11.3 11.6 

Vacancy 0% 0%

Tenant classification Regional spread

100% occupied, long term cash flows supported by strong tenant covenants

DFS exposure

15%

Note: Graphs illustrate the property portfolio post transaction
* Booker exposure diversified across 31 assets

64%

22%

14%

Industrial warehouse/logistics Office Retail Warehouse

31% *

15%

8%
7%

7%

5%

5%

4%

3%

3%
3%

3% 2% 2% 2%

Booker DFS Santander Halfords DHL
Epwin Thomas Cook E. ON Inspirepac Gestamp
EE P&H Bauer Robert McBride Homebase

Booker exposure

5%

18%

17%

14%13%

12%

10%

7%

4% 2% 3%

North East North West West Midlands South West
East Midlands Scotland York. & the humber South East
Wales East Anglia



This document is not, nor is it intended to be, any financial, investment, trading, tax, legal, accounting, actuarial or other professional advice (“advice”). Atlantic Leaf Properties Limited (“Atlantic Leaf”), 
their agents and affiliates, are dealing with you exclusively on the basis that you have sufficient knowledge, experience and/or professional financial, tax, legal and other advice to undertake your own 
assessment of the information.

The views in this document are those of Atlantic Leaf and are subject to change, and Atlantic Leaf has no obligation to update its views or the information in this document. This document does not aim 
to notify you of any possible risks, direct or indirect, in undertaking a transaction  and counterparties should ensure that they fully understand and obtain professional advice in respect of the terms of 
the transaction, including the relevant risk factors and any legal, tax and accounting consideration applicable to them, prior to transacting.

The information contained in this publication has been obtained from sources that Atlantic Leaf believes are reliable but we do not represent or warrant that it is accurate or complete. The information 
may be based on assumptions or market conditions and my change without notice. Market fluctuations and changes in exchange rates may have an effect on the value or price of investments. Past 
performance is not a guide to future investment performance. 

This document is confidential and the recipient may not distribute it to other persons without prior written consent of Atlantic Leaf. 

Distribution of this information may be restricted by law and persons who come into possession of this document should seek advice on and observe any restrictions. 

Neither Atlantic Leaf nor any of its affiliates or agents accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct, indirect or consequential damages or loss arising from any use of or reliance on this documentation 
or its contents.

No proposal put forward in this document is intended to be binding upon Atlantic Leaf or any of its affiliates or agents whether by way of agreement, representation or otherwise. Atlantic Leaf will not 
be obliged to carry out any proposals or fulfill any terms mentioned herein. All terms hereby proposed are subject to, among other things, obtaining the necessary mandate appointment for Atlantic 
Leaf, completion of due diligence as required and execution of the documentation.

Level 3, Alexander House

35, Cybercity, Ebene 72201

Republic of Mauritius

T: +230 403 0800

E: info@atlanticleaf.mu

W: www.atlanticleaf.mu


